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動詞

divide When teaching a large class, the teacher has to divide the class into small groups to help students to learn. 

reject I have to reject your idea of selling our products to Europe because shipping them out there is too expensive. 

overcame Instead of being defeated, the tennis player finally overcame the obstacles she faced in the game. 

cheered After the winner received the medal, her coach and her family members cheered loudly for her. 

swear In order to gain Linda’s trust, Russell raised his hand to swear that he didn’t tell anyone her secret. 

spoiled Helen and her sister really spoiled the party when they started fighting. It upset all the party guests. 

read Some people read online information about a product before making their purchase. 

link Social media platforms allow us to link up with multiple circles of friends. 

 contributes Every nation in the world contributes in some way to global culture. 

形容詞

precious My parents are really to me. They have always supported me in whatever I have wanted to do.

sufficient The student has been working part time in order to earn sufficient money to cover his college expenses. 

constant
Many people living in the downtown are often bothered by the constant noise of heavy traffic 
all day long. 

 optimistic No matter how bad things look, I try to keep an optimistic attitude. In other words, I look on the bright side. 

sufficient
Lately many people have been discussing how to ensure sufficient water, food, energy, and other natural 
resources for a large world population.

名詞

variety
Emily enjoys trying different things and traveling to different places, for she believes that variety is the spice 
of life.

impression When it comes to job interviews, making a good first impression is very important. 

deal Let’s make a deal; you cook dinner and I do the dishes. 

reason Since you are well prepared, you have no reason to worry about the test. 

youngsters Our summer camp is for youngsters between the ages of 10 and 16.

副詞
extremely

I’m sorry I didn’t reply yesterday, for I was extremely busy and could not find any time at all 
to return your phone call. 

同義詞

prevent=stop appealed to=attracted from time to time=always tolerate=put up with

well-known=famous reluctantly=unwillingly existence=presence definitely=absolutely

traveler=toruists misunderstand=misinterprets free=release assist=support advantage=benefit


